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PROFILE EMIL GISLER AG AND GIPO AG

MOVE MOUNTAINS 
WITH US
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YOUR BENEFITS

•  Highest reliability
•  Low costs per ton of processed material
•  The latest technology, high mobility and  

minimum time needed for deployment
•  Swiss quality
•  Long service life with high resale value
•  Unbeatable in performance and unequalled  

in availability
•  Rotor speed fully adjustable
•  Very robust construction
•  Engines with the latest technology –  

powerfully dimensioned with power reserves
•  Customized adjustments
•  Simple troubleshooting thanks to good  

component accessibility
•  GIPO customer services – the guarantee for 

economical and long-term partnerships
•  Maximum refinement of the end product
•  Very easy operation and servicing
•  Simultaneous production of several, high- 

quality, graded final aggregate fractions  
with a system

•  Optimum grain shape and quality
•  Use in all rock types incl. gravel and sand,  

materials recycling, slag treatment, mixed dem-
olition material sorting, asphalt and much more.

•  Maximum adaptation to customer require-
ments and local conditions thanks to our very 
own engineering and technical consultation 
services

•  Suitable for hard rock
•  Extensive additional equipment possible
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“THE MOUNTAINS, OUR ROLE MODEL WHEN 
IT COMES TO DURABILITY AND STRENGTH.”
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The small, yet versatile, mechanical workshop of Emil Gisler has used  

its innovative international ingenuity since 1973 to develop into a joint 

venture of world-renowned enterprises – Emil Gisler AG and GIPO AG. 

Both companies are constantly setting new standards, particularly in the  

field of mobile crushing with maximum safety and reliability.

Emil Gisler AG convinces with its many years of experience, professional  
consultation, individual developments and designs. Active teamwork 
between engineering, production and well-trained employees generates 
versatile and creative dynamics between the wishes of the customer and 
economically cost-effective solutions. GIPO AG has been distributing,  
as a trading company of Emil Gisler AG, an innovative and versatile range  
of treatment systems with unsurpassed precision and performance not  
seen elsewhere since 1989. The sustainable GIPO systems are characterized 
by high-quality components and durability proven at a practical level.

EMIL GISLER AG AND GIPO AG –  
CUTTING-EDGE PEAK PERFORMERS
RELIABLE, TRUSTWORTHY, POWERFUL

HISTORY IN NUMBERS

1973 – Emil Gisler ventures the first step into 
self-reliance and begins construction of a mech. 
workshop.

1981 – Founding of Emil Gisler AG,  
Maschinenbau und Hydraulik.

1989 – Foundation of the GIPO AG as a  
sales agency for Emil Gisler AG.

2003 – Construction of the GIPOKOMBI RC 
170 FDR as the world’s largest track mounted 
combination system.

2009 – 500th plant.

2016 –  
700th plant.

2011 – Foundation  
of Emil Gisler Holding AG. 

1982 – Construction of the world’s first  
track mounted stone crushing system.

1979 – Construction of the first production hall.

1974 – Foundation of a simple partnership.  
The new mech. workshop and the office and 
residential building were moved into as far  
back as the autumn of 1973.

1980 1990 2000 20101970

Emil Gisler, Founder

Aerial View of the company premises  
in Seedorf.
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Working with 3D CAD in all standard 
formats is a matter of course for us and 
facilitates fast and secure information  
and data transfer.

Whether individual items or entire serial 
production – our specialists design plan, 
and install.

System, equipment and machine construction

Vigour, determination and flexibility – characteristics that we have constantly incorpo-
rated into our work over the years. Emil Gisler AG can be considered as THE manufac-
turer of screening, crushing, conveying and recycling systems in the treatment  
and recycling industry.  
The great expertise and vast experience of our employees enable us to also develop  
in collaborative partnership individually designed specialized systems for various appli-
cations, these include: Conveying, screening and roller grizzly systems, stationary  
plant systems, loading systems, systems for tunnel constructions, slag treatment and 
much more.

OPTIMUM INTERPLAY BETWEEN  
ALL COMPONENTS
INDIVIDUAL, INNOVATIVE, SPECIFIC
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Metalwork and steel construction

Our metalwork/welding shop is an acknowledged hub for various constructions and 
specialized solutions in machinery, steel, warehouse and aggregate construction. 
Whatever the dimension or shape, we manufacture prototypes, individual parts up  
to the whole series. High quality and cost awareness is a TOP priority in every order 
and project scope.

Your specialist for oxy-acetylene welding, submerged-arc 
welding processes, shielding gas MIG, MAG, TIG, elec-
trodes, hard and soft soldering, plasma cutting, burning, 
folding, edging, cropping and punching.

EVERYTHING REVOLVES AROUND METAL
PRECISE, VERSATILE, ROBUST
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Drilling, milling, turning, honing, shearing, 
grinding, broaching – we are experts at 

them all.

Mechanical processing

The valuable knowledge of our staff and a well-equipped workshop with an optimally 
tailored machinery pool guarantees us reliability, flexibility and the greatest of precision.

As a supplier of complete assemblies, it is especially important for us to be able to fall 
back on an internal production department with multifaceted processing possibilities 
so that swift availability is guaranteed.

STRONG RELIABILITY AND FLEXIBILITY
ACCURATE, EXTENSIVE, TAILORED
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As a manufacturer of systems, apparatuses and machines capable of moving and  
processing heavy loads, we know how significant the power of hydraulics can be.

We manufacture components or complete hydraulic systems according to the require-
ments and wishes of our customers as individual parts or in series in our hydraulic 
department. Highly motivated engineering specialists develop innovative ideas and 
design new equipment.  
They find solutions for technical problems on-site and offer a comprehensive service  
in the field of hydraulics, which also function properly in ambient temperature ranges  
of – 50° to +50° C.

HYDRAULICS
GOING WITH THE FLOW - COUPLED WITH POWER

We carry out the production 
of hydraulic lines and the 

pressing of hydraulic hoses 
promptly and at low cost.
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Our sawmill and comprehensive raw materials stock, with cutting ranges up to  
620 mm, cutting of bars up to 12 m in length, means that we are well equipped in 
addition to our fully hydraulic high-performance bandsaw machine. The high-per-
formance bandsaw machine is assisted by various smaller cutting machines ensur-
ing the highest adherence to deadlines and flexibility.

Our oxy-acetylene and plasma cutting systems are coordinated as such, that we  
are extremely flexible and can satisfy your requirements from individual parts up  
to large-scale production.

CUTTING SHOP, STOCK AND THERMAL CUTTING
CLEAN, PRECISE, TARGETED
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We are capable of reaching a high quality standard thanks to a carefully executed 
pre-treatment procedure. Our coating facilities enable swift and thus low-cost surface 
treatment thanks to the specialist applications used.
Our spacious preparation areas mean that we are able to quickly react to the volume 
of work and adjust the capacities accordingly. Larger components can also be treated 
very efficiently due to the use of two separate shot-blast machines.

SURFACE TREATMENT
THERE ARE NO LIMITS TO INDIVIDUAL REQUESTS

Even the largest components are optimally 
treated in the two large treatment facilities 
(each at 20 x 6 x 5 m).
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GIPOKOMBI RC 110 C with 
over 37,000 operational 
hours.

From conceptual formula-
tion, construction through 
to assembly, training and 
commissioning, up to 
maintenance and customer 
support – we are completely 
committed to our custom-
ers.

We place great value on 
reliability, flexibility and 
mobility.

Extensive experience and a great deal of expertise

Our highest priority is to deploy our systems to the right place at the right time  
according to the individual needs of our customers. We achieve this aim by maintain-
ing partnership agreements with competent transport companies and provide proven 
technical personnel for installation, maintenance, training and servicing.

All our devices are designed and constructed with ease of servicing and maintenance 
as a guiding principle. They have power reserves, short set-up times and are easy to 
transport. Nevertheless, it is important that they are regularly maintained, serviced 
and repaired and revised if necessary.

SERVICE
ECONOMICAL, SUSTAINABLE,  
ON SCHEDULE
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GLOBALLY CONNECTED
WE ARE REPRESENTED IN THE  
FOLLOWING COUNTRIES!

Find out about our products at Emil Gisler AG or 
GIPO AG and their distributors in detail.
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GIPO AG (Sales)
Industriegebiet See, Zone C
Kohlplatzstrasse 15
CH-6462 Seedorf

T +41 41 874 81 10
F +41 41 874 81 01
info@gipo.ch
www.gipo.ch
Schweiz / Switzerland / Suisse

Emil Gisler AG (Manufacturer)
Industriegebiet See, Zone C
Kohlplatzstrasse 15
CH-6462 Seedorf

T +41 41 874 81 00
F +41 41 874 81 01
info@gipo.ch
www.gipo.ch
Schweiz / Switzerland / Suisse


